
oylvia lescher, author of the excellent .COcoatIue “Pun 
tins FACE end of the only good index te the 26 volunes, cp= 
poses Garrison. ierry Thornley, charced by Gerrison with 
perjury, has received $100 from her zx & she feels he 
was deliberately charced because he lacked the funds for 
proper legal defense. he following was excerpted and 
condensed from uaterial supplied to FORUL! by lirs. Nearher. 

That the Commission's apologists have made a concerted attack 
on Garrison proves nothing in bis favor, in ani of itself, 
One is not obliged to take sides in a vane war in which both 
sides have only contempt for truth. 

eof. Popkin asks ("The Case for Garrison," Sept, 14, 1967 
lew Yor} Review of Books) if "Garrison's theory" thet the 
asssssinetion was planned and carried out by a croup of anti- 
Castro Cuban exiles, based in New Orleans and involved with 
the Cli, is plausible. A number of critics independently 
arrived at similar or identical conclusions lone before Gare 
rison. The testimony and exhibits of the Commission almost 
ecmpel such an assumption. 

fhe question is, can Gerrison sustain his charrces ageinet the 
people he has accused‘ I an not so impressed as Prof. Popkin 
with Garrison's procedural successes to date, nor do I regard 
the conviction of Dean Andrews es a triumph, since it leaves 
unresolved the exact nature of the perjury. Was it that 
indvews, knowlns that Shaw was Bertrand, failed te make a 
positive identification’ Or was it that, mowing that Ghaw 
was not Derurand, Andrews failed to make an explicit denialé 
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As to Garrison's other courtroom victories thus far, fomiliar 
ity with the judgment and conclusions reached by the thier 
dustice of the Supreme Court end his eminent collearues after 
the investigation of the assassination leaves me without the 
smallest tendency to assume thet jurists are necessarily 
just, or that their rulings ere necessarily correct, 

Garmison says in his Pl: interview (Cctober, 1967) thet 
we will never see certain Cl; documents, includins a secret 
nenc "destroyed while being photocopied.” The cepy destroyed 
was not the only one extant. ‘ second copy was transmitte 
to the Commission on ley &, 1964, as is clear from foxhibit 
S48. Ib is true that this meno nay never be made public, 
but not because it no loncer exists. . 

Garrison alleges thet there are "signe #£ stress" on the back 
of the Stemmons Preeway traffic sien, in frames 2058 to 2 
of the éZapruder film ~- frames which he says have been sup 
pressed. If the frames are missins, how dees he kmev that 
they “reveal signe of stress" ‘pparently the infeoruntion 
thet the stress meris are on the film end not on the traffic 
sien (which disposes of the now-sbendoned theory that the 
norks were caused by the impact of a bullet) has not yet 
ecanurht up with the district sttborney. 
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& Car on Hove Gy 1963. I will point owt acain thet Oswald 
went to take his driver's test on the very seme date, but 
found the motor vehicle station closedé Goviously, ne covld 
dvive well enough on that day te apply for a license, 

in an interview in los Anseles, Garrison charced that page 47 
of Oswold*s sddress book had been suppressed. In fact, it is 
published in full. 

On ADC television Garrison allesed that a It. Vorth telephone 
nunber was written in Oswald's notebook, and that Ruby made 
two calls to the same number, Garrison neglected to say that 
it is identified as the mumber of 2V station EUDY. Lay Dei 
Sons who are complete strangers to each other uny keop a rec= 
ord of or make calls to the phone number of a GV station, for 
any munber of reasons. 

it secns clear from these examples that Garrison is not a 
careful student of the published documentation and that he 
has been less than candid in discussing the contents ef the 
exhibits in some instances. However much he vrefers to 
“avoid getting invoived with details," it is self-evident 
that errors of dctail can lead risht to appalling nisvarriages 
of justice, end that details are of cerdinal importance in 
ony homicide and certainly in a conspiracy that culmineted in 
2 Presidential assassination. 

\ eritie of the Varren cepert, it seezs te me, is oblised to 
apply to Garrison's evidence the same strict and objective 
teste which he applied to the Commission's evidence. By that 
yardstick, I find little merit in the testimony of Russe and 
Bundy about Cley Shaw. Russe’s story, quite apart from the 
questions raised about resort to hypnosis and scdium penta 
thol to elicit his story, seems to me inherently bereft of 
eredibility. JI can searcely belicve that three conspirators 
discussed the lovistice of a plan to assassinate President 
sennedy in the presence of ea fourth person, whom they left at 
diterty to inform on them whenever the spirit moved hin, 
Aliso, the notes of the first interview with Russo written 
by Garrison's aide ‘ndrew Sciarbra do not ineludce this episode 
despite Selarbra's insistence that 14 was discugsed. 

is for Bundy's allecations, I am skeptical bot becatec af 
his past drug addiction, but becauge I reject an identifica 
tion by any witness, hovever upricht, of a persen or persons 
viewed of one occasion, from a distance, almest four years 
earlier. 

Garrison has claimed that the notetion °P.0. 19106" spnears 
in Gsvald's notebook and in Shaw's, ond that it is a erypto- 
pean for Ruby's unpublished phone muosber, The notation in 
Vewald's notebook is actually 0 B 19106 (the Cyrilic "D"), 
as mey peadily be scen. 
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judgment while ve wait, end I certainly refuse to deny Glay 
Shar the benefit of doubt to which he is entitled and te 
pive it, instead, te his accuser, 

AS @ student of the assassination asd, a eritic of the varren 
eport -. which I resard not as a gigantic bungie but as a 
deliberate and infamous fraud — I ABI (ond with sone bitter- 
ness) what can ceive more aid and comfort to the apolorists 
for the Varcen Commission, or do more harm to responsible 
eriticisen, than the reckless, inaccurate, and insupportable 
pronouncements of a district attorney whe hes manared toe 
shift world attention away from the central issue — the 
erren Neport -— to an orchefantasy of probably irrelevant 

events in lew Urleans ¢ 
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